
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL BURAIDAH 

CLASS:1                     SUBJECT: ENGLISH       DATE: _______________ 

TERM -1                 SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER ( 2023-24 ) 

SECTION-A 

(SUPPLEMENTARY READER/COURSE BOOK----22M)                  

A) Complete these sentences with the correct words from the help box.        4M 

Chick                 school                   park                           jungle 

 

1.The peacock lives in ______________. 

2.The children study in the ______________. 

3.A young hen is called a ________________. 

4.They play together in the _______________. 

B)Choose the correct answer.      4M 

1.The speaker in Not Now! Is a ( grown-up / child ) 

2.Mother Lion is in ( a tree / a cave ) 

3.Riaz gives Champa  ( a mango / an orange ) 

4.The hen hide her chicks ( behind her tail / under her wings ) 

C)Write the opposites.      3M 

1.up             x 

2.hot            x 

3.happy       x 

D)Match with A to B to make complete sentences.       3M   

                A                                                                       B 

1. Champa picks some a. Is milking her cow. 

2. Dina Chachi b.is in the sky. 

3. An eagle c. pink and yellow flowers. 
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E)Fill in the blanks.     2M 

1.They want a piece of _____________________. 

2. After having cheese the mice run back to the ________________. 

F)Answer the following questions. ( ANY  THREE )       6M 

Q1) What does Dina Chachi gives Champa? 

Ans.________________________________________________________________________ 

Q2) Where does Kimba live? 

Ans. ________________________________________________________________________ 

Q3)How does Kimba ‘s family feel when they hear him roar? 

Ans. _________________________________________________________________________ 

Q4)What do the birds do when there is a rainbow in the sky? 

Ans._________________________________________________________________________ 

Q5)Who is Lal Chacha? 

Ans. ________________________________________________________________________ 

SECTION-B 

( GRAMMAR -----18 M ) 

G)Write a ( or ) an in the blanks.      2M 

1. ________ apple 

2. ________ hospital 

H)Write the nouns in the correct columns.       4M 

Dubai                        mother             Sonal                  table                 

 

Proper Nouns Common Nouns 
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I)Complete the sentences with am , is , are.         2M 

1. I ___________ a good singer. 

2. Raju and Mohan _________ my neighbours. 

J)Circle the correct Pronouns in the following sentences.    2M 

1. She / He is my brother, Shanu. 

2. We / I are going to Canada. 

K) Complete the sentences using the Doing words ( Verbs ) in the box.    2M 

  mixes                        cooks 

 

1.My mother _____________ tasty food. 

2. The painter ____________ the colours. 

L) Write the Plural for the following words.    2M 

1. dog             - 

2. mango       - 

M) Match the following Male words with Female words.     2M 

1.cock a. heroine 
2. hero b. madam 

3. sir c. princess 

4. prince d. hen 

 

N) Circle the Adjectives in the following sentences.     2M 

1. Monica has a beautiful dress. 

2. My father bought me new shoes yesterday. 
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